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§17. MHO Characteristics in High-fJ Regime of 
the LHO 
Sakakibara, S., Watanabe, K.Y., Yamada, H. 
In LHD, recent experiments based on high power neutral 
beam heating enable us to obtain a volume-averaged beta 
value J3t of over 2 %. Especially, the highest beta value of 
2.4 % in all helical devices has been achieved by pellet 
injection at 1.3 T. 
For realizing high-J3 plasmas, a magnetic configuration 
with an inward-shifted magnetic axis Rax has been selected 
because neoclassical transport and particle confinement due 
to high-energy ions are superior to the outward-shifted case. 
However, this configuration is unfavorable from the 
viewpoint of :MHD stability. The beta limit of the 
ballooning mode of 3 % (peaked profile) is theoretically 
predicted, and have the destabilization of the interchange 
mode is a major concern. The stability beta limits 
estimated by the low-n ideal mode analysis and the Mercier 
criterion are higher for the outward shifted plasma rather 
than the inward shifted case because of the magnetic well 
formation. In the inward shifted case, a magnetic hill 
exists in the entire plasma with 10w-J3 value. Net toroidal 
current is also a key parameter on :MHD characteristics. 
Net toroidal currents in co- direction, which increase 
rotational transform, have been typically observed. This 
current leads to the reduction of magnetic shear, the 
suppression of a Shafranov shift and the restraint of 
magnetic well formation, and it destabilizes interchange 
modes. On the other hand, the suppression of the 
Shafranov shift minimizes the deterioration of neoclassical 
transport because the loss of ripple-trapped particles 
increases with the outward shift of Rax. Also it raises the 
equilibrium beta limit [1]. The analysis for the time 
evolution of toroidal currents suggests that observed 
currents are qualitatively consistent with bootstrap currents 
and Ohkawa currents predicted theoretically. 
Figure 1 (a) shows the time evolution of J3t and Ip in the 
inward shifted configuration. The J3t gradually increases 
with time and approaches about 1 %. The change of 
pressure profile as a function J3t of is shown in Fig. 1 (b), and 
this profile is measured at 0.02 second intervals . The 
plasma pressure has a profile with the point of inflection and 
the peripheral pressure gradient is relatively larger than the 
core one. An affect of this profile on the ideal interchange 
mode, is shown in Fig.2. While ideal modes in the 
peripheral region are relatively stable because of magnetic 
shear formation, those in the core region are seriously 
unstable even in 10w-J3 plasmas. Although several low-n 
modes have been observed in the low frequency range of up 
to 50 kHz, the serious degradation of global confinement 
has not been observed even if J3t exceeds 2%. The 
relationship between observed global modes and Mercier 
criterion has been systematical1y investigated. 
A large pressure gradient in the peripheral region has 
been observed in the experiments, contrary to predictions 
based on reSistIve interchange mode theory that the edge 
transport may be enhanced. The analysis with a careful 
consideration for local pressure gradient makes an excitation 
condition of low-n mode clear. Instabilities with short 
wave length, which affect confinement, can be also 
evaluated. 
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Fig. 1. Time development of (a) Bt, Ip and (b) 
pressure profile in inward shifted configuration. 
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Fig. 2. Mercier criterion estimated by using pressure 
profile measured in Fig.2. Solid lines are contours of D] 
with L\D, = 0.2, and dotted line is boundary of magnetic 
well/hill. The dot-dashed lines are major rational 
surfaces. 
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